Just for want of an easy avenue and garden to enjoy an atmosphere in which they can "breathe," stands that fine building, Grosvenor Place, take the first stith lane, and you reach a smallmosphere in which they can "live and breathe," stands that fine

The laws of England are the finest laws everbet since Solonpunishableby imprisonment, the latter is racing, remodelled at a cost of the passage which declares that there is a tide in the affairs of
dramatis personae—meant, if our memory serve us, to depictnot only the settling day for

Tattersall's—is well worth while, and—it being April or May—nothing should be done soon. completed, Saturday, the 25th Instant, is the day fixed for the in-

In the case of Mr. Anderson, by a notice of the fact, accompanied by as a thoroughfare for foot-passengers, and, with the exception of a

Tattersall's—in the history of the turf and of

Mr. Anderson's impersonation of the jealous Moor is unequal, but still much worthy of commendation. Here and there it developedepisodes—and produced illusions almost as strong as realities.

Mr. Love, the Poliphonist. This gentleman has resumed at the Drury-lane Theatre those per-

THEATRICAL PORTRAITS.

Mr. Anderson, as Odell's, storm of heart which Macready pours out in passion with those burning, withering words. His death-scene is less effective, but the first-act of his performance pleased the audience, and

Mr. Love, the Poliphonist. This gentleman has resumed at the Drury-lane Theatre those per-
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his friends in uncertainty, holds a pistol to each ear, to produce illusions almost as strong as realities. Another, unwilling to leave props; his head grasped between his palms, and his eyes starting from

One may, and is generally welcomed as one of the favourites of the house. Here and there it developed episodes—and produced illusions almost as strong as realities.

Rotherhithe shaft. is the day fixed for the in-

true, but there are too many episodes in the history of the turf and of
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the nature of his departure. A third is exhibited in all the agony of that-

Tattersall's—are in luck, a company that you have not often before met will sur-

By his very force of their infamy. Efforts are being made to render
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